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This book responds to the lack of Asian representation in creative cities literature. It aims to use the creative cities paradigm as part of a wider process involving first a rapid deindustrialisation in Asia that has left a void for new development models resulting in a popular uptake of cultural economies in Asian cities and second, the congruence and conflicts of traditional and modern cultural values leading to a necessary re-interpretation and re-imagination of cities as places for cultural production and cultural consumption. Focusing on the Asian century, it seeks to recognise and highlight the rapid rise of these cities and how they have stepped up to the challenge of transforming and regenerating themselves. The book aims to redefine what it means to be an Asian creative city and generate more dialogue and new debate around different urban issues. Justin O'Connor and Lily Kong argue that the cultural and creative industries have become increasingly prominent in many policy agendas in recent years. Not only have governments identified the growing consumer potential for cultural creative industry products in the home market, they have also seen the creative industry agenda as central to the growth of external markets. This agenda stresses creativity, innovation, small business growth, and access to global markets, all central to a wider agenda of moving from cheap manufacture towards high value-added products and services. The increasing importance of cultural and creative industries in...
national and city policy agendas is evident in Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea, Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou. Australia and New Zealand, and in more nascent ways in cities such as Chongqing and Wuhan, much of the thinking in these cities has derived from the European and North American policy landscape. Policy debate in Europe and North America has been marked by ambiguities and tensions around the connections between cultural and economic policy, which the creative industry agenda posits become more marked because the key drivers of the creative economy are the larger metropolitan areas. So that cultural and economic policy also then intersect with urban planning policy and governance. By investigating institutional and cultural practices as well as the consequences of the creative industry-led development policy in Yokohama, Japan, and Seoul, South Korea, this dissertation critically reexamines the key rationales of creative economy driven urban development and considers social costs and tensions between the state capital and citizens that are embedded within creative city policy discourses and practices. This dissertation intervenes in the conventional understandings which consider the influx of neoliberalism as the key to explain the rapid global circulation of creative city policy typically based on cities in the West by considering the policy transfer as endless processes of translation from the viewpoint of actor network theory rather than a linear replication process. It shows that specific institutional and cultural practices such as the historical legacy of the East Asian developmental state and its relation to capital and civic society are necessary not only for properly locating the meaning of neoliberalism but also for evaluating the complexity of neoliberal political projects in East Asia by conceptualizing creative city policy as new urban governmental techniques. It argues that the creative cities of Japan and Korea are test sites not only for neoliberal creative economy but also for new forms of governing and being governed with.
significant implications for fostering certain types of subjectivities such as creative citizen and creative labor under this framework ultimately this dissertation contributes to re orient the current debates on the global creative city policy from a question of how can we develop effective creative city policy implemented by urban planners capitals and state officials to that of how can we invent and share creative city politics raised by creative workers activists and citizens this book examines the vast and largely uncharted world of cultural creative city making in asia it explores the establishment of policy models and practices against the backdrop of a globalizing world and considers the dynamic relationship between powerful actors and resources that impact asian cities making cultural cities in asia approaches this dynamic process through the lens of assemblage how the policy models of cultural creative cities have been extracted from the flow of ideas and how re invented versions have been assembled territorialized and exported this approach reveals a spectrum between globally circulating ideals on the one hand and the place based contexts and contingencies on the other at one end of the spectrum this book features chapters on policy mobility in particular the political construction of the web of communication and the restructuring or rescaling of the state at the other end chapters examine the increasingly fragmented social forces their changing roles in the process and their negotiations alignments and resistances this book will be of interest to researchers and policy makers concerned with cultural and urban studies creative industries and asian studies the east and southeast asia region constitutes the world s most compelling theatre of accelerated globalization and industrial restructuring following a spectacular realization of the industrialization paradigm and a period of services led growth the early twenty first century economic landscape among leading asian states now comprises a burgeoning new economy spectrum of the most advanced industrial trajectories
including finance the knowledge economy and the new cultural economy in an agenda setting volume new economic spaces in asian cities draws on stimulating research conducted by a new generation of urban scholars to generate critical analysis and theoretical insights on the new economy phenomenon within asia new industry formation and the transformation of older economic practices constitute instruments of development as well as signifiers of larger processes of change expressed in the reproduction of space in the city asia s major cities become the key staging areas for the new economy driven by the growing wealth of an urban middle and professional class higher education institutions city based inter regional movements and urban mega projects new economic spaces in asian cites animates this new economy discourse by means of vibrant storylines of instructive cities and sites including cases studies situated in cities such as tokyo seoul shanghai beijing shenzhen and singapore theoretical and normative issues associated with the emergence of the new cultural economy are the subject of the book s context setting chapters and each case study presents an evocative narrative of development interdependencies and exemplary outcomes on the ground new economic spaces in asian cities offers a vivid contribution to our understanding of the ongoing transformation of asia s urban system including the critical intersections of global and local regional dynamics in processes of new industry formation and the relayering of space in the asian metropolis the synthesis of empirical profiles normative insights and theoretical reference points enhances the book s interest for scholars and students in fields of asian studies urban and cultural studies and urban and economic geography as well as for policy specialists and urban community planners ageing population and rapid urbanisation are the two major demographic shifts in today s world architectural designs and urban policies have to deal with issues of an ever larger elderly population living in the cities especially in old urban
neighbourhoods while also taking into consideration the evolving lifestyles and wellbeing of the diverse elderly demographic. Being able to continue living in these existing urban neighbourhoods would thus require necessary interventions both to adapt the changing needs of the ageing population and to improve the deteriorating environment for better liveability. Creative ageing cities discusses the participation and contribution of the ageing population as a positive and creative force towards urban design and place making particularly in high density urban contexts as observed in a collection of empirical cases found in rapidly ageing Asian cities. This book is the first to bring together multidisciplinary scholastic research on ageing and urban issues from across top six ageing cities in Asia: Singapore, Seoul, Tokyo, Taipei, Hong Kong, and Shanghai. Through these case studies, this book gives a good overview of diverse challenges and opportunities in the various Asian urban contexts and offers a new perspective of an ageing and urban design framework that emphasizes multi-stakeholder collaboration, intergenerational relations, and the collective wisdom of older people as a source of creativity. This volume of original essays critically examines the intriguing interplay among major actors and venues of creative practices in contemporary East Asian cities. Its chapters closely investigate manifestations of the political and aesthetic decisions made or not made in the construction and representation of creative cities. The contributors give Tokyo, Seoul, Hong Kong, Taipei, and Shanghai special consideration. Report of one of a series of exchange programmes for a new generation of leaders Jenesys East Asia Future Leaders Programme hosted by the Japan Foundation, this booklet reports the programme for group B from fiscal year 2008 with contents including pictures of the field trips, transcripts of the lectures, summary of the programme, and individual reports submitted by the attendees. Jenesys Japan East Asia Network of Exchange for Students and Youths is a youth exchange program.
programme which was announced at the second East Asia Summit (EAS) held in January 2007 by the Prime Minister of Japan. At the time, Mr. Shinzo Abe. With the publication of the Rise of the Creative Class by Richard Florida in 2002, the creative city became the new hot topic among urban policymakers, planners, and economists. Florida has developed one of three path-breaking theories about the relationship between creative individuals and urban environments. The economist Åke E. Andersson and the psychologist, Dean Simonton, are the other members of this creative troika. In the Handbook of Creative Cities, Florida, Andersson, and Simonton appear in the same volume for the first time. The expert contributors in this timely handbook extend their insights with a varied set of theoretical and empirical tools. The diversity of the contributions reflects the multidisciplinary nature of creative city theorizing, which encompasses urban economics, economic geography, social psychology, urban sociology, and urban planning. The stated policy implications are equally diverse, ranging from libertarian to social democratic visions of our shared creative and urban future. Being truly international in its scope, this major handbook will be particularly useful for policymakers that are involved in urban development. Academics in urban economics, economic geography, urban sociology, social psychology, and urban planning, as well as graduate and advanced undergraduate students across the social sciences and in business, will find this book pragmatically explores the myths, concepts, policies, key conditions, and tools for enhancing creative knowledge cities. The authors provide a critical reflection on the reality of city concepts, including university-city alignment for campus planning, labor market conditions, social capital, and proximity. Triple helix-based transformation and learning by city governments. Original examples from both the EU and US are complemented by detailed case studies of cities including Rotterdam, Vienna, and Munich. The book also examines the reality of knowledge cities in emerging economies such as Brazil.
and China with a focus on institutional transferability. Key conditions addressed include soft infrastructure, knowledge spillovers among firms, and the connectivity of cities via transport networks to allow the creation of new hubs of knowledge-based services. This book is a pioneering work to position the creative city concept within Malaysian urban development discourse. The chapters are written and systematically sequenced to be all encompassing and comprehensible to audiences both from the academic and non-academic realms. The nascency of creative city development in Malaysia has motivated the timely exploration of the viability of this strategy for selected Malaysian cities, i.e., Kuala Lumpur, George Town, Ipoh, Johor Bahru, etc. The book also discusses the global discourse on creative city and its critiques, followed by an overview of Malaysia's macrolevel socio-economic and political structures as well as national policies to frame the Malaysian creative city narrative. The case study chapters are novel as each Malaysian city unravels its unique experiences and dissects the way the city responds to the creative city agenda amidst local nuances and idiosyncrasies. The experience of Hong Kong's innovative and creative industries and the challenges they face serves as an important case study for other Chinese and Asian cities that are actively developing their innovative and creative industries in the era of globalization. The return of sovereignty over Hong Kong back to China in 1997 has led to both collaboration and competition between the two places in innovative and creative sectors for the greater China and Asian regions. Hong Kong has remained unique in spite of the integration but has to strike a delicate balance between being simultaneously a Chinese and an international city. This book looks at different innovative and creative industries such as international art and culture exhibition, innovative technology, digital entertainment, TV and movies, as well as government policy for innovative and creative industries, particularly the changing competitive landscape brought about...
by the latest great bay area development drawing insights from cultural history innovation economics cultural policy studies and cultural geography this book explores the opportunities and challenges of hong kong s innovative and creative industries in particular after the change of sovereignty in 1997 it demonstrates that the city s legacy and heavy government input in capital do not guarantee their sustainable development this is a book not only for policymakers or academics interested in innovative and creative industries but also to students contemplating a career in these areas in hong kong the greater china and the asian region recent years have witnessed the remarkable development of the cultural and creative industries ccis in asia from the global popularity of the japanese games and anime industries to korea s film and pop music successes while ccis in these asian cultural powerhouses aspire to become key players in the global cultural economy southeast asian countries such as malaysia and thailand are eager to make a strong mark in the region s cultural landscape as the first handbook on ccis in asia this book provides readers with a contextualized understanding of the conditions and operation of asian ccis both internationalising and de westernising our knowledge of ccis it offers a comprehensive contribution to the field from academics practitioners and activists alike covering 12 different societies in asia from japan and china to thailand indonesia and india the themes include state policy in shaping ccis cultural production inside and outside of institutional frameworks circulation of ccis products and consumer culture cultural activism and independent culture cultural heritage as an industry presenting a detailed set of case studies this book will be an essential companion for researchers and students in the field of cultural policy cultural and creative industries media and cultural studies and asian studies in general the east and southeast asia region constitutes the world s most compelling theatre of accelerated globalization and industrial restructuring
following a spectacular realization of the industrialization paradigm and a period of services led growth the early twenty first
century economic landscape among leading asian states now comprises a burgeoning new economy spectrum of the most
advanced industrial trajectories including finance the knowledge economy and the new cultural economy in an agenda setting
volume new economic spaces in asian cities draws on stimulating research conducted by a new generation of urban scholars
to generate critical analysis and theoretical insights on the new economy phenomenon within asia new industry formation and
the transformation of older economic practices constitute instruments of development as well as signifiers of larger processes
of change expressed in the reproduction of space in the city asia s major cities become the key staging areas for the new
economy driven by the growing wealth of an urban middle and professional class higher education institutions city based inter
regional movements and urban mega projects new economic spaces in asian cites animates this new economy discourse by
means of vibrant storylines of instructive cities and sites including cases studies situated in cities such as tokyo seoul
shanghai beijing shenzhen and singapore theoretical and normative issues associated with the emergence of the new cultural
economy are the subject of the book s context setting chapters and each case study presents an evocative narrative of
development interdependencies and exemplary outcomes on the ground new economic spaces in asian cities offers a vivid
contribution to our understanding of the ongoing transformation of asia s urban system including the critical intersections of
global and local regional dynamics in processes of new industry formation and the relayering of space in the asian metropolis
the synthesis of empirical profiles normative insights and theoretical reference points enhances the book s interest for
scholars and students in fields of asian studies urban and cultural studies and urban and economic geography as well as for
policy specialists and urban community planners in recent years there has been high level of interest amongst policy makers in the creative city concept due to the anticipation of economic and social benefits from a growing cultural and creative economy however a lack of understanding of local social and economic contexts as well as the complexities and challenges of cultural production has resulted in formulaic ineffective misguided policies this book is concerned in various ways with developing an understanding of the complex dimensions of cultural production and with tackling the often weak and implied links between research policy and urban planning in particular contributors are concerned with agents protagonists and practices that appear to be somehow invisible to hidden from or indeed ignored in much contemporary creative cities policy drawing on case studies from the uk and the netherlands chapters consider creative industries and policy across a range of scales from provincial cities and regional economies to the global cities of london and amsterdam this book was originally published as a special issue of european planning studies while global cities have mostly been characterized as sites of intensive and extensive economic activity the quest for global city status also increasingly rests on the creative production and consumption of culture and the arts arts culture and the discussing global society entails discussing the predominant characteristics of knowledge based activities in all walks of life its main characteristics are based on creativity innovation freedom and networking the emergence of such a society poses several challenges to all disciplines of social sciences within such a context sociologists must have practical encounters to the theoretical methodological and empirical challenges imposed within contemporary global society in this vein studying creative cities from an interdisciplinary perspective helps provide critical readings of the phenomenon and the different levels of the concept in reality the handbook of research on
creative cities and advanced models for knowledge based urban development provides global models and best practices of creative cities worldwide and illustrates different theoretical blueprints for the better understanding of contemporary global society while defining key concepts of creative cities global society and creative class the book also clarifies the main differences between hubs parks and precincts and their contributions to knowledge based development covering topics that include knowledge economy social inclusion and urban mobility this comprehensive reference is ideal for sociologists urban planners designers political scientists economists anthropologists historians policymakers researchers academicians and students this book investigates economic political and cultural conditions that have led to transnational flows of culture in asia coverage also looks at the consequences of an increasingly interconnected asian regional culture as well as policy makers and cultural industries response to it the book features essays written by researchers from different countries in asia and beyond with diverse disciplinary backgrounds the volume also contains engaging examples and cases with comparative perspectives the contributors provide readers with grounded analysis in the organizational and economic logics of asian creative industries national cultural policies that promote or hinder cultural flows and the media convergence and online consumers surging demand for asianized cultural products such insights are of crucial importance for a better understanding of the dynamics of transnational cultural flows in contemporary asia in addition the essays aim to de westernize the study of cultural and creative industries which draws predominantly on cases in the united states and europe the contributors focus instead on regional dynamics of the development of these industries the popularity of j pop and k pop in east and southeast asia and beyond is now well known but less is known about how this happened this volume offers readers theoretical tools
that will help them to make better sense of those exciting phenomena and other rising cultural flows within Asia and their relevance to the global cultural economy written by the leading authority Charles Landry inventor of the concept of the creative city this timely book offers an insightful and engaging introduction to the field exploring the development of the concept it discusses the characteristics of cities the qualities of creativity the creative and regeneration repertoires and the gentrification dilemma other key topics of this definitive work include ambition and creativity cities and psychology digitization and the creative bureaucracy every city wants to become creative perhaps even the most creative ever but what does it mean to be a creative city what images take shape as a consequence what sort of city do we envisage which one are we actually building in a journey that starts with Blade Runner and passes through English punk Milanese creative workers and star wars the book explores the features and outcomes of the creative city penetrating its dark side but also identifying its assets in the future cities must be guided by a vision of a creative city able to be inclusive yet competitive to open new public spaces and to be socially innovative this book presents some of the tools that allow us to look at the city as a place whose air makes people free analyses the economic development of cities from the cultural economy and creative industry perspectives this book explores how Asia’s fast growing cities can fulfil their potential as engines of economic prosperity and provide a livable environment for all citizens but for this to happen major challenges that reduce urban communities quality of life and economic opportunities must be addressed these include poor planning a lack of affordable housing inequalities pollution climate vulnerabilities and urban infrastructure deficits the book’s 19 articles unwrap these challenges and present solutions focused on smart and inclusive planning sustainable transport and energy innovative financing and resilience and
rejuvenation the concept of creative industries has developed considerable academic and policy momentum in the 21st century there has been a connection identified between the rise of creative industries and the urbanisation of the world's population particularly in relation to the significance of cities as sites of cultural production and consumption much of the work on creative industries and cities however has drawn upon imagined geographies about the relationship between creativity and place this collection draws together contributions that critically appraise recent urban cultural policy discourses as well as reflecting on the role of culture and creative industries in the future development of cities this book is based on a special issue of the information society an international journal wu focuses on how urban policies and the clustering of creative industries has influenced urban outcomes the set of creative industries include those with output protectable under some form of intellectual property law more specifically this subsector encompasses software multimedia video games industrial design fashion publishing and research and development the cities that form the basis for the empirical investigations are those where policy induced transitions have been most evident including boston san francisco san diego seattle austin washington d c dublin ireland hong kong china and bangalore india the key research questions are what types of cities are creative what locational factors are essential what are the common urban policy initiatives used by creative cities the author explores the importance of the external environment for innovation and places it in the larger context of national innovation systems based on a study of development in boston and san diego he isolates the factors and policies that have contributed to the local clustering of particular creative industries in both cities universities have played a major role in catalyzing the local economy by generating cutting edge research findings proactively collaborating with industries and supplying the needed human capital
In addition, these two cities benefited from the existence of anchor firms and active industry associations that promoted fruitful university-industry links. Many cities in East Asia are aspiring to become the creative hubs of the region, but their investments tend to be heavily biased toward infrastructure provision. Although this is necessary, the heavy emphasis on hardware can lead to underinvestment in developing the talents and skills needed for the emergence of creative industries in these cities. This paper, a product of the Development Research Group, was prepared for the East Asia Prospect Study World Bank website.

Recognizing that creativity is a major driving force in the post-industrial economy, the Chinese government has recently established a range of creative clusters, industrial parks devoted to media industries and arts districts, in order to promote the development of the creative industries. This book examines these new creative clusters, outlining their nature and purpose, and assessing their effectiveness. Drawing on case studies of a range of cluster models and comparing them with international examples, the book demonstrates that creativity both in China and internationally is in fact a process of fitting new ideas to existing patterns, models, and formats. It shows how large and exceptionally impressive creative clusters have been successfully established but raises the important questions of whether profit or culture is the driving force and of whether the bringing together of independent-minded creative people, entrepreneurial businessmen, preferential policies, and foreign investment may in time lead to unintended changes in social and political attitudes in China, including a weakening of state bureaucratic power. An important contribution to the existing literature on the subject, this book will be of great interest to scholars of urban studies, cultural geography, cultural economics, and Asian studies.

Edited by James E. Doyle and Biljana Mickov, Challenges to the Popular Understanding of the Creative City by Bridging the Gap.
between the creative city as concept and the creative city as practice and in so doing provides a contemporary template for policy makers, city planners, and citizens alike. The book will offer researchers and pragmatists a series of real-life examples of successful cultural and creative practice throughout Europe, reflecting on the analysis and thinking that forms our contemporary understanding of the creative city. It will examine and explain the changes to the concept of the creative city, explore its connectivity to the cultural sector as well as other sectors and practices across Europe, and will serve to illustrate the perspectives of cultural managers, educators, professionals, and researchers from the creative sector in Dublin and Europe. This book will present the reader and the cultural sector at large with a new reality based on the quality of contemporary creative practice.

Doyle and Mickov address cultural trends such as sustainability and social networking and how they value impact our attitudes towards culture and the creative city by recognizing that we live in a time of rapid change which affects all systems. Financial models, resources, the economy, and technology we also recognize that the creative process is at the heart of our responses to these changes. This book is a novel and inspiring research work on creative industry clusters in China. Seldom has literature on CCIPs dealt with the detailed economic logic and operational methods of a CCIP. The author not only does a detailed comparison of two business models of cultural creative industries parks CCIPs using classic qualitative methodology through two case studies, Shenzhen OCT Loft as a Culture Highland Model and Guangzhou 289 Art Park as a modular system model but also proposes a practical 4C model as the business framework for CCIPs.

This book will be of interest to urbanists, scholars of the culture economy, creative industries, and China scholars. Cities are becoming vibrant spaces for experimentation, a process in which culture has come to occupy a central place. Creative cities and capitals of...
culture that have emerged across Asia and Europe attest to the growing importance of these dynamic new centres of arts and creativity. Cities are also emerging as epicentres for effective policymaking as they are often able to act quickly and offer more integrated responses. Publication showcases 27 examples of policy and practice drawing from the experiences of over 40 cities in Asia and Europe with essays by Catherine Cullen on how to make culture accessible to all, Fionnuala Croke on what role for cultural institutions in shaping creative cities, Phloeun Prim and Frances Rudgard on cities leadership and creativity incubators, Karsten Xuereb on the capital of culture model as a catalyst for the cultural development in the city, and Jae Han Rye on Korean creative cities and sustainable urban development. The term 'smart city' has become a buzzword, city planners develop ubiquitous connectivity through Wi-Fi hotspots, establish science parks, introduce bike and car sharing, and push entrepreneurship. All this is happening under the banner of becoming a knowledge city. This book investigates the digital and cognitive infrastructure of 31 cities and how they meet the demands of the knowledge society in an increasingly digitized environment. How can the where of creativity help us examine how and why it has become a paradigmatic concept in contemporary economies and societies? Adopting a geographically diverse, theoretically rigorous approach, the handbook offers a cutting-edge study of creativity as it has emerged in policy, academic, activist, and cultural discourse over the last two decades. To this end, the volume departs from conventional modes of analyzing creativity by industry, region, or sector and instead identifies key themes that thread through shifting contexts of the creative in the arts, media, technology, education, governance, and development. By tracing the myriad spatialities of creativity, the chapters map its inherently paradoxical features, reinforcing persistent conditions of inequality even as it opens avenues for imagining and enacting more equitable futures. This book addresses some of the questions that have...
been brought to light by the varied experiences of culture industry workers and consumer publics across east asia over the past decade for over twenty years the creative industries have been seen as the engine driving global economic transformation as a way out of the dilemmas of de industrialization and as key to the projection of national soft power the chapters in this book cover the former tiger economies of south korea taiwan and singapore as well as japan and china and focus on a number of different industries cinema television graphic design fashion and literature the authors include sociologists anthropologists and cultural studies scholars who approach the topics of creative work government policy and entrepreneurial strategy from a variety of perspectives the chapters examine the varied political economic and social structures that influence the development of creative industries within the region and reveal how the careers of creative industry workers in different cities and different industries can vary they also show how the development of the creative industries can affect many aspects of society including city planning policing democratic politics and ethnic and national identities this book was originally published as a special issue of culture theory and critique handbook of religion and the asian city highlights the creative and innovative role of urban aspirations in asian world cities it points out that urban politics and governance are often about religious boundaries and processions in short that public religion is politics the essays show how projects of secularism come up against projects and ambitions of a religious nature a particular form of contestation that takes the city as its public arena asian cities are sites of speculation not only for those who invest in real estate but also for those who look for housing for employment and for salvation in its potential and actual mobility the sacred creates social space in which they all can meet handbook of religion and the asian city makes the comparative case that one cannot study
the historical patterns of urbanization in Asia without paying attention to the role of religion in urban aspirations provided by
publisher this book provides an introduction to the contemporary issues that are occurring in cultural policy in East Asia today.
Interest in East Asia has grown considerably in recent years due not only to the emergence of economic superpowers such
as China but also to the cultural impact the region is making throughout the world through Japanese film and Korean pop
music addressing the relationship between the state culture and the creative economy. This collection highlights how cultural
policy within this region has to be understood within its social, historical, and political context by presenting a variety of
chapters that examine the role of culture within the countries of China, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan. This book
offers readers an insight into the key issues affecting development of cultural policy in these countries. This book was originally
published as a special issue of the International Journal of Cultural Policy.

A Social History of Cosmopolitanism in Southeast Asia's Ethnically Diverse Port Cities Seen within the Global Context of the Interwar Era

This paper identifies the extent to which cultural diversity induced by internal migration affects urban innovation in China. We measure cultural diversity
by an index of plurality of provinces of origin using the 2000 and 2005 population census data. We find that innovative
activities are higher in cities with a higher degree of cultural diversity. Further, heterogeneity analysis shows that cultural
diversity not only of the highly skilled but also of the low skilled has a positive effect on innovation. Our study contributes to the
scarce evidence on the effect of cultural diversity on innovation in developing countries.
street visuals in asia aestheticizing public space explores the domestic regional and global nexus of east asian cities through their graffiti street art and other visual forms in public space attempting to unfold the complex positions of these images in the urban spatial politics of their respective regions lu pan explores how graffiti in east asia reflects the relationship between aesthetics and politics the book situates itself in a contested dynamic relationship among human bodies visual modernity social or moral norms styles and historical experiences and narratives on a broader level this book aims to shed light on how aesthetics and politics are mobilized in different contested spaces and media forms in which the producer and the spectator change and exchange their identities
Re-Imagining Creative Cities in Twenty-First Century Asia 2020-11-20

this book responds to the lack of asian representation in creative cities literature it aims to use the creative cities paradigm as part of a wider process involving first a rapid de industrialisation in asia that has left a void for new development models resulting in a popular uptake of cultural economies in asian cities and second the congruence and conflicts of traditional and modern cultural values leading to a necessary re interpretation and re imagination of cities as places for cultural production and cultural consumption focusing on the asian century it seeks to recognise and highlight the rapid rise of these cities and how they have stepped up to the challenge of transforming and regenerating themselves the book aims to re define what it means to be an asian creative city and generate more dialogue and new debate around different urban issues

Creative Economies, Creative Cities 2009-05-19

justin o connor and lily kong the cultural and creative industries have become increasingly prominent in many policy agendas in recent years not only have governments identified the growing consumer potential for cultural creative industry products in the home market they have also seen the creative industry agenda as central to the growth of external m kets this agenda stresses creativity innovation small business growth and access to global markets all central to a wider agenda of moving from cheap manufacture towards high value added products and services the increasing importance of cultural and creative
industries in national and city policy agendas is evident in Hong Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, South Korea, Beijing, Shanghai, and Guangzhou. Australia and New Zealand, and in more nascent ways in cities such as Chongqing and Wuhan. Much of the thinking in these cities and countries has derived from the European and North American policy landscape. Policy debate in Europe and North America has been marked by ambiguities and tensions around the connections between cultural and economic policy, which the creative industry agenda posits. These become more marked because the key drivers of the creative economy are the larger metropolitan areas, so that cultural and economic policy also then intersect with urban planning policy and governance.

**Assembling Creative Cities In Seoul And Yokohama 2016**

By investigating institutional and cultural practices as well as the consequences of the creative industry led development policy in Yokohama, Japan, and Seoul, South Korea, this dissertation critically reexamines the key rationales of creative economy driven urban development and considers social costs and tensions between the state capital and citizens that are embedded within creative city policy discourses and practices. This dissertation intervenes in the conventional understandings which consider the influx of neoliberalism as the key to explain the rapid global circulation of creative city policy typically based on cities in the west by considering the policy transfer as endless processes of translation from the viewpoint of actor network theory rather than a linear replication process. It shows that specific institutional and cultural practices such as the historical
legacy of the east asian developmental state and its relation to capital and civic society are necessary not only for properly locating the meaning of neoliberalism but also for evaluating the complexity of neoliberal political projects in east asia by conceptualizing creative city policy as new urban governmental techniques it argues that the creative cities of japan and korea are test sites not only for neoliberal creative economy but also for new forms of governing and being governed with significant implications for fostering certain types of subjectivities such as creative citizen and creative labor under this framework ultimately this dissertation contributes to re orient the current debates on the global creative city policy from a question of how can we develop effective creative city policy implemented by urban planners capitals and state officials to that of how can we invent and share creative city politics raised by creative workers activists and citizens

Making Cultural Cities in Asia 2015-12-22

this book examines the vast and largely uncharted world of cultural creative city making in asia it explores the establishment of policy models and practices against the backdrop of a globalizing world and considers the dynamic relationship between powerful actors and resources that impact asian cities making cultural cities in asia approaches this dynamic process through the lens of assemblage how the policy models of cultural creative cities have been extracted from the flow of ideas and how re invented versions have been assembled territorialized and exported this approach reveals a spectrum between globally circulating ideals on the one hand and the place based contexts and contingencies on the other at one end of the spectrum
this book features chapters on policy mobility in particular the political construction of the web of communication and the restructuring or rescaling of the state at the other end chapters examine the increasingly fragmented social forces their changing roles in the process and their negotiations alignments and resistances this book will be of interest to researchers and policy makers concerned with cultural and urban studies creative industries and asian studies

New Economic Spaces in Asian Cities 2012-04-27

the east and southeast asia region constitutes the world s most compelling theatre of accelerated globalization and industrial restructuring following a spectacular realization of the industrialization paradigm and a period of services led growth the early twenty first century economic landscape among leading asian states now comprises a burgeoning new economy spectrum of the most advanced industrial trajectories including finance the knowledge economy and the new cultural economy in an agenda setting volume new economic spaces in asian cities draws on stimulating research conducted by a new generation of urban scholars to generate critical analysis and theoretical insights on the new economy phenomenon within asia new industry formation and the transformation of older economic practices constitute instruments of development as well as signifiers of larger processes of change expressed in the reproduction of space in the city asia s major cities become the key staging areas for the new economy driven by the growing wealth of an urban middle and professional class higher education institutions city based inter regional movements and urban mega projects new economic spaces in asian cites animates this
new economy discourse by means of vibrant storylines of instructive cities and sites including cases studies situated in cities such as tokyo seoul shanghai beijing shenzhen and singapore theoretical and normative issues associated with the emergence of the new cultural economy are the subject of the book s context setting chapters and each case study presents an evocative narrative of development interdependencies and exemplary outcomes on the ground new economic spaces in asian cities offers a vivid contribution to our understanding of the ongoing transformation of asia s urban system including the critical intersections of global and local regional dynamics in processes of new industry formation and the relayering of space in the asian metropolis the synthesis of empirical profiles normative insights and theoretical reference points enhances the book s interest for scholars and students in fields of asian studies urban and cultural studies and urban and economic geography as well as for policy specialists and urban community planners

The Creative City in the ASEAN Context 2020

ageing population and rapid urbanisation are the two major demographic shifts in today s world architectural designs and urban policies have to deal with issues of an ever larger elderly population living in the cities especially in old urban neighbourhoods while also taking into consideration the evolving lifestyles and wellbeing of the diverse elderly demographic being able to continue living in these existing urban neighbourhoods would thus require necessary interventions both to adapt the changing needs of the ageing population and to improve the deteriorating environment for better liveability creative ageing
cities discusses the participation and contribution of the ageing population as a positive and creative force towards urban design and place making particularly in high density urban contexts as observed in a collection of empirical cases found in rapidly ageing asian cities this book is the first to bring together multidisciplinary scholastic research on ageing and urban issues from across top six ageing cities in asia singapore seoul tokyo taipei hong kong and shanghai through these case studies this book gives a good overview of diverse challenges and opportunities in the various asian urban contexts and offers a new perspective of an ageing and urban design framework that emphasises multi stakeholder collaboration inter generational relations and the collective wisdom of older people as a source of creativity

Creative Ageing Cities 2018-01-29

this volume of original essays critically examines the intriguing interplay among major actors and venues of creative practices in contemporary east asian cities its chapters closely investigate manifestations of the political and aesthetic decisions made or not made in the construction and representation of creative cities the contributors give tokyo seoul hong kong taipei and shanghai special consideration
Politics and Aesthetics of Creativity 2015

report of one of a series of exchange programmes for a new generation of leaders jenesys east asia future leaders
programme hosted by the japan foundation this booklet reports the programme for group b from fiscal year 2008 with
contents including pictures of the field trips transcripts of the lectures summary of the programme and individual reports
submitted by the attendees jenesys japan east asia network of exchange for students and youths is a youth exchange
programme which was announced at the second east asia summit eas held in january 2007 by the prime minister of japan at
the time mr shinzo abe

Urban Community Development Inspired by Culture 2009

with the publication of the rise of the creative class by richard florida in 2002 the creative city became the new hot topic
among urban policymakers planners and economists florida has developed one of three path breaking theories about the
relationship between creative individuals and urban environments the economist Åke e andersson and the psychologist dean
simonton are the other members of this creative troika in the handbook of creative cities florida andersson and simonton
appear in the same volume for the first time the expert contributors in this timely handbook extend their insights with a varied
set of theoretical and empirical tools the diversity of the contributions reflect the multidisciplinary nature of creative city
theorizing which encompasses urban economics, economic geography, social psychology, urban sociology, and urban planning. The stated policy implications are equally diverse, ranging from libertarian to social democratic visions of our shared creative and urban future being truly international in its scope. This major handbook will be particularly useful for policy makers that are involved in urban development, academics in urban economics, economic geography, urban sociology, social psychology, and urban planning, as well as graduate and advanced undergraduate students across the social sciences and in business.

**Handbook of Creative Cities 2011-01-01**

This book pragmatically explores the myths, concepts, policies, key conditions, and tools for enhancing creative knowledge cities. The authors provide a critical reflection on the reality of city concepts including university city alignment for campus planning, labour market conditions, social capital, and proximity. Triple helix-based transformation and learning by city governments. Original examples from both the EU and US are complemented by detailed case studies of cities including Rotterdam, Vienna, and Munich. The book also examines the reality of knowledge cities in emerging economies such as Brazil and China with a focus on institutional transferability. Key conditions addressed include soft infrastructure, knowledge spillovers among firms, and the connectivity of cities via transport networks to allow the creation of new hubs of knowledge-based services.
Creative Knowledge Cities 2012-04-01

this book is a pioneering work to position the creative city concept within malaysian urban development discourse the chapters are written and systematically sequenced to be all encompassing and comprehensible to audiences both from the academic and non academic realms the nascency of creative city development in malaysia has motivated the timely exploration of the viability of this strategy for selected malaysian cities i.e. kuala lumpur george town ipoh johor bahru the book also discusses the global discourse on creative city and its critiques this is followed by an overview of malaysia’s macrolevel socio economic and political structures as well as national policies to frame the malaysian creative city narrative the case study chapters are novel as each malaysian city unravels its unique experiences and dissects the way the city responds to the creative city agenda amidst local nuances and idiosyncrasies

Creative City as an Urban Development Strategy 2021-05-21

the experience of hong kong’s innovative and creative industries and the challenges they face serves as an important case study for other chinese and asian cities that are actively developing their innovative and creative industries in the era of globalization the return of sovereignty over hong kong back to china in 1997 has led to both collaboration and competition between the two places in innovative and creative sectors for the greater china and asian regions hong kong has remained
unique in spite of the integration but she has to strike a delicate balance between being simultaneously a chinese and an
international city this book looks at different innovative and creative industries such as international art and culture exhibition
innovative technology digital entertainment tv and movies as well as government policy for innovative and creative industries
particularly the changing competitive landscape brought about by the latest great bay area development drawing insights from
cultural history innovation economics cultural policy studies and cultural geography this book explores the opportunities and
challenges of hong kong s innovative and creative industries in particular after the change of sovereignty in 1997 it
demonstrates that the city s legacy and heavy government input in capital do not guarantee their sustainable development
this is a book not only for policymakers or academics interested in innovative and creative industries but also to students
contemplating a career in these areas in hong kong the greater china and the asian region

Innovative and Creative Industries in Hong Kong 2018-10-29

recent years have witnessed the remarkable development of the cultural and creative industries ccis in asia from the global
popularity of the japanese games and anime industries to korea s film and pop music successes while ccis in these asian
cultural powerhouses aspire to become key players in the global cultural economy southeast asian countries such as
malaysia and thailand are eager to make a strong mark in the region s cultural landscape as the first handbook on ccis in
asia this book provides readers with a contextualized understanding of the conditions and operation of asian ccis both
internationalising and de westernising our knowledge of ccis it offers a comprehensive contribution to the field from academics practitioners and activists alike covering 12 different societies in asia from japan and china to thailand indonesia and india the themes include state policy in shaping ccis cultural production inside and outside of institutional frameworks circulation of ccis products and consumer culture cultural activism and independent culture cultural heritage as an industry presenting a detailed set of case studies this book will be an essential companion for researchers and students in the field of cultural policy cultural and creative industries media and cultural studies and asian studies in general

**Routledge Handbook of Cultural and Creative Industries in Asia 2018-12-07**

the east and southeast asia region constitutes the world s most compelling theatre of accelerated globalization and industrial restructuring following a spectacular realization of the industrialization paradigm and a period of services led growth the early twenty first century economic landscape among leading asian states now comprises a burgeoning new economy spectrum of the most advanced industrial trajectories including finance the knowledge economy and the new cultural economy in an agenda setting volume new economic spaces in asian cities draws on stimulating research conducted by a new generation of urban scholars to generate critical analysis and theoretical insights on the new economy phenomenon within asia new industry formation and the transformation of older economic practices constitute instruments of development as well as signifiers of larger processes of change expressed in the reproduction of space in the city asia s major cities become the key
staging areas for the new economy driven by the growing wealth of an urban middle and professional class higher education institutions city based inter regional movements and urban mega projects new economic spaces in asian cites animates this new economy discourse by means of vibrant storylines of instructive cities and sites including cases studies situated in cities such as tokyo seoul shanghai beijing shenzhen and singapore theoretical and normative issues associated with the emergence of the new cultural economy are the subject of the book s context setting chapters and each case study presents an evocative narrative of development interdependencies and exemplary outcomes on the ground new economic spaces in asian cities offers a vivid contribution to our understanding of the ongoing transformation of asia s urban system including the critical intersections of global and local regional dynamics in processes of new industry formation and the relayering of space in the asian metropolis the synthesis of empirical profiles normative insights and theoretical reference points enhances the book s interest for scholars and students in fields of asian studies urban and cultural studies and urban and economic geography as well as for policy specialists and urban community planners

**New Economic Spaces in Asian Cities 2012-04-27**

in recent years there has been high level of interest amongst policy makers in the creative city concept due to the anticipation of economic and social benefits from a growing cultural and creative economy however a lack of understanding of local social and economic contexts as well as the complexities and challenges of cultural production has resulted in formulaic ineffective
misguided policies this book is concerned in various ways with developing an understanding of the complex dimensions of cultural production and with tackling the often weak and implied links between research policy and urban planning in particular contributors are concerned with agents protagonists and practices that appear to be somehow invisible to hidden from or indeed ignored in much contemporary creative cities policy drawing on case studies from the uk and the netherlands chapters consider creative industries and policy across a range of scales from provincial cities and regional economies to the global cities of london and amsterdam this book was originally published as a special issue of european planning studies

Rethinking Creative Cities Policy 2017-10-02

while global cities have mostly been characterized as sites of intensive and extensive economic activity the quest for global city status also increasingly rests on the creative production and consumption of culture and the arts arts culture and the

Arts, Culture and the Making of Global Cities 2015-01-30

discussing global society entails discussing the predominant characteristics of knowledge based activities in all walks of life its main characteristics are based on creativity innovation freedom and networking the emergence of such a society poses several challenges to all disciplines of social sciences within such a context sociologists must have practical encounters to the theoretical methodological and empirical challenges imposed within contemporary global society in this vein studying creative
cities from an interdisciplinary perspective helps provide critical readings of the phenomenon and the different levels of the concept in reality the handbook of research on creative cities and advanced models for knowledge based urban development provides global models and best practices of creative cities worldwide and illustrates different theoretical blueprints for the better understanding of contemporary global society while defining key concepts of creative cities global society and creative class the book also clarifies the main differences between hubs parks and precincts and their contributions to knowledge based development covering topics that include knowledge economy social inclusion and urban mobility this comprehensive reference is ideal for sociologists urban planners designers political scientists economists anthropologists historians policymakers researchers academicians and students

Handbook of Research on Creative Cities and Advanced Models for Knowledge-Based Urban Development

this book investigates economic political and cultural conditions that have led to transnational flows of culture in asia coverage also looks at the consequences of an increasingly interconnected asian regional culture as well as policy makers and cultural industries response to it the book features essays written by researchers from different countries in asia and beyond with diverse disciplinary backgrounds the volume also contains engaging examples and cases with comparative perspectives the contributors provide readers with grounded analysis in the organizational and economic logics of asian creative industries
national cultural policies that promote or hinder cultural flows and the media convergence and online consumers surging demand for asianized cultural products such insights are of crucial importance for a better understanding of the dynamics of transnational cultural flows in contemporary asia in addition the essays aim to de westernize the study of cultural and creative industries which draws predominantly on cases in the united states and europe the contributors focus instead on regional dynamics of the development of these industries the popularity of j pop and k pop in east and southeast asia and beyond is now well known but less is known about how this happened this volume offers readers theoretical tools that will help them to make better sense of those exciting phenomena and other rising cultural flows within asia and their relevance to the global cultural economy

Asian Cultural Flows 2018-10-10

written by the leading authority charles landry inventor of the concept of the creative city this timely book offers an insightful and engaging introduction to the field exploring the development of the concept it discusses the characteristics of cities the qualities of creativity the creative and regeneration repertoires and the gentrification dilemma other key topics of this definitive work include ambition and creativity cities and psychology digitization and the creative bureaucracy
Advanced Introduction to the Creative City 2019

every city wants to become creative perhaps even the most creative ever but what does it mean to be a creative city what images take shape as a consequence what sort of city do we envisage which one are we actually building in a journey that starts with blade runner and passes through english punk milanese creative workers and star wars the book explores the features and outcomes of the creative city penetrating its dark side but also identifying its assets in the future cities must be guided by a vision of a creative city able to be inclusive yet competitive to open new public spaces and to be socially innovative this book presents some of the tools that allow us to look at the city as a place whose air makes people free

Creative Voices of the City : Articulating Media, Space and Cultural Identities by

Creative Collectives in Southeast Asia 2020

analyses the economic development of cities from the cultural economy and creative industry perspectives
The creative city does not exist 2016-04-01

this book explores how asia's fast growing cities can fulfil their potential as engines of economic prosperity and provide a livable environment for all citizens but for this to happen major challenges that reduce urban communities quality of life and economic opportunities must be addressed these include poor planning a lack of affordable housing inequalities pollution climate vulnerabilities and urban infrastructure deficits the book's 19 articles unwrap these challenges and present solutions focused on smart and inclusive planning sustainable transport and energy innovative financing and resilience and rejuvenation

Creative Cities, Cultural Clusters and Local Economic Development 2008-01-01

the concept of creative industries has developed considerable academic and policy momentum in the 21st century there has been a connection identified between the rise of creative industries and the urbanisation of the world's population particularly in relation to the significance of cities as sites of cultural production and consumption much of the work on creative industries and cities however has drawn upon imagined geographies about the relationship between creativity and place this collection draws together contributions that critically appraise recent urban cultural policy discourses as well as reflecting on the role of culture and creative industries in the future development of cities this book is based on a special issue of the information
wu focuses on how urban policies and the clustering of creative industries has influenced urban outcomes the set of creative industries include those with output protectable under some form of intellectual property law more specifically this subsector encompasses software multimedia video games industrial design fashion publishing and research and development the cities that form the basis for the empirical investigations are those where policy induced transitions have been most evident including boston san francisco san diego seattle austin washington d c dublin ireland hong kong china and bangalore india the key research questions are what types of cities are creative what locational factors are essential what are the common urban policy initiatives used by creative cities the author explores the importance of the external environment for innovation and places it in the larger context of national innovation systems based on a study of development in boston and san diego he isolates the factors and policies that have contributed to the local clustering of particular creative industries in both cities universities have played a major role in catalyzing the local economy by generating cutting edge research findings proactively collaborating with industries and supplying the needed human capital in addition these two cities benefited from the existence of anchor firms and active industry associations that promoted fruitful university industry links many cities in east asia are aspiring to become the creative hubs of the region but their investments tend to be heavily biased toward infrastructure
provision although this is necessary the heavy emphasis on hardware can lead to underinvestment in developing the talents and skills needed for the emergence of creative industries in these cities this paper a product of the development research group was prepared for the east asia prospect study world bank web site

Creative Industries and Urban Development 2013-10-31

recognising that creativity is a major driving force in the post industrial economy the chinese government has recently established a range of creative clusters industrial parks devoted to media industries and arts districts in order to promote the development of the creative industries this book examines these new creative clusters outlining their nature and purpose and assessing their effectiveness drawing on case studies of a range of cluster models and comparing them with international examples the book demonstrates that creativity both in china and internationally is in fact a process of fitting new ideas to existing patterns models and formats it shows how large and exceptionally impressive creative clusters have been successfully established but raises the important questions of whether profit or culture is the driving force and of whether the bringing together of independent minded creative people entrepreneurial businessmen preferential policies and foreign investment may in time lead to unintended changes in social and political attitudes in china including a weakening of state bureaucratic power an important contribution to the existing literature on the subject this book will be of great interest to scholars of urban studies cultural geography cultural economics and asian studies
the creative city vision and execution edited by james e doyle and biljana mickov challenges the popular understanding of the creative city by bridging the gap between the creative city as concept and the creative city as practice and in so doing provides a contemporary template for policy makers city planners and citizens alike the book will offer researchers and pragmatists a series of real life examples of successful cultural and creative practice throughout europe reflecting on the analysis and thinking that forms our contemporary understanding of the creative city it will examine and explain the changes to the concept of the creative city explore its connectivity to the cultural sector as well as other sectors and practices across europe and will serve to illustrate the perspectives of cultural managers educators professionals and researchers from the creative sector in dublin and europe this book will present the reader and the cultural sector at large with a new reality based on the quality of contemporary creative practice doyle and mickov address cultural trends such as sustainability and social networking and how they value impact our attitudes towards culture and the creative city by recognizing that we live in a time of rapid change which affects all systems financial models resources the economy and technology we also recognize that the creative process is at the heart of our responses to these changes
China's New Creative Clusters 2013-03-01

this book is a novel and inspiring research work on creative industry clusters in china seldom has literature on ccips dealt with the detailed economic logic and operational methods of a ccip the author not only does a detailed comparison of two business models of cultural creative industries parks ccips using classic qualitative methodology through two case studies shenzhen oct loft as a culture highland model and guangzhou 289 art park as a modular system model but also proposes a practical 4c model as the business framework for ccips this book will be of interest to urbanists scholars of the culture economy creative industries and china scholars

The Creative City 2016-03-03

cities are becoming vibrant spaces for experimentation a process in which culture has come to occupy a central place creative cities and capitals of culture that have emerged across asia and europe attest to the growing importance of these dynamic new centres of arts and creativity cities are also emerging as epicentres for effective policymaking as they are often able to act quickly and offer more integrated responses publication showcases 27 examples of policy and practice drawing from the experiences of over 40 cities in asia and europe with essays by catherine cullen how to make culture accessible to all fionnuala croke what role for cultural institutions in shaping creative cities phloeun prim and frances rudgard cities
leadership and creativity incubators karsten xuereb the capital of culture model a catalyst for the cultural development in the city and jae han rye korean creative cities and sustainable urban development

**The Economic Logic of Chinese Cultural-Creative Industries Parks 2020-05-21**

the term smart city has become a buzzword city planners develop ubiquitous connectivity through wi fi hotspots establish science parks introduce bike and car sharing and push entrepreneurship all this is happening under the flagship of becoming a knowledge city this book investigates the digital and cognitive infrastructure of 31 cities and how they meet the demands of the knowledge society in an increasingly digitized environment

**Cities 2015**

how can the where of creativity help us examine how and why it has become a paradigmatic concept in contemporary economies and societies adopting a geographically diverse theoretically rigorous approach the handbook offers a cutting edge study of creativity as it has emerged in policy academic activist and cultural discourse over the last two decades to this end the volume departs from conventional modes of analyzing creativity by industry region or sector and instead identifies key themes that thread through shifting contexts of the creative in the arts media technology education governance and development by tracing the myriad spatialities of creativity the chapters map its inherently paradoxical features reinforcing
persistent conditions of inequality even as it opens avenues for imagining and enacting more equitable futures

**Smart World Cities in the 21st Century 2018-08-06**

this book addresses some of the questions that have been brought to light by the varied experiences of culture industry workers and consumer publics across East Asia over the past decade. For over twenty years, the creative industries have been seen as the engine driving global economic transformation as a way out of the dilemmas of deindustrialization and as key to the projection of national soft power. The chapters in this book cover the former tiger economies of South Korea, Taiwan, and Singapore as well as Japan and China and focus on a number of different industries: cinema, television, graphic design, fashion, and literature. The authors include sociologists, anthropologists, and cultural studies scholars who approach the topics of creative work, government policy, and entrepreneurial strategy from a variety of perspectives. The chapters examine the varied political, economic, and social structures that influence the development of creative industries within the region and reveal how the careers of creative industry workers in different cities and different industries can vary. They also show how the development of the creative industries can affect many aspects of society, including city planning, policing, democratic politics, and ethnic and national identities. This book was originally published as a special issue of Culture Theory and Critique.
Handbook on the Geographies of Creativity 2020-09-25

handbook of religion and the asian city highlights the creative and innovative role of urban aspirations in asian world cities it points out that urban politics and governance are often about religious boundaries and processions in short that public religion is politics the essays show how projects of secularism come up against projects and ambitions of a religious nature a particular form of contestation that takes the city as its public arena asian cities are sites of speculation not only for those who invest in real estate but also for those who look for housing for employment and for salvation in its potential and actual mobility the sacred creates social space in which they all can meet handbook of religion and the asian city makes the comparative case that one cannot study the historical patterns of urbanization in asia without paying attention to the role of religion in urban aspirations provided by publisher

Labour, Policy, and Ideology in East Asian Creative Industries 2020-06-29

this book provides an introduction to the contemporary issues that are occurring in cultural policy in east asia today interest in east asia has grown considerably in recent years due not only to the emergence of economic super powers such as china but also to the cultural impact the region is making throughout the world through japanese film and korean pop music addressing the relationship between the state culture and the creative economy this collection highlights how cultural policy within this
a region has to be understood within its social historical and political context by presenting a variety of chapters that examine the role of culture within the countries of China, Japan, Singapore, South Korea, and Taiwan. This book offers readers an insight into the key issues affecting the development of cultural policy in these countries. This book was originally published as a special issue of the International Journal of Cultural Policy.

**Handbook of Religion and the Asian City 2015-05-19**

A social history of cosmopolitanism in Southeast Asia's ethnically diverse port cities seen within the global context of the interwar era.

**UNESCO Creative Cities' Response to COVID-19 2022-12-31**

本书是中日经济社会可持续发展研讨会的论文集，收录了中国、日本、韩国等国家学者的多篇学术论文，内容涉及产业政策及产业结构转换、社会保障制度与公共政策、创新、政府职能等。来自不同国家的学者从各自国家经济社会发展状况，针对经济全球化进程中各自经济体和区域经济合作所面临的问题，从不同的政治、经济乃至文化视角给出了或相同或不同的理论诠释。
Cultural Policy in East Asia 2015-10-14

this paper identifies the extent to which cultural diversity induced by internal migration affects urban innovation in china we measure cultural diversity by an index of plurality of provinces of origin using the 2000 and 2005 population census data we find that innovative activities are higher in cities with a higher degree of cultural diversity further heterogeneity analysis shows that cultural diversity not only of the highly skilled but also of the low skilled has a positive effect on innovation our study contributes to the scarce evidence on the effect of cultural diversity on innovation in developing countries

Cities in Motion 2016-07-19

a photo collage of past and present street visuals in asia aestheticizing public space explores the domestic regional and global nexus of east asian cities through their graffiti street art and other visual forms in public space attempting to unfold the complex positions of these images in the urban spatial politics of their respective regions lu pan explores how graffiti in east asia reflects the relationship between aesthetics and politics the book situates itself in a contested dynamic relationship among human bodies visual modernity social or moral norms styles and historical experiences and narratives on a broader level this book aims to shed light on how aesthetics and politics are mobilized in different contested spaces and media forms in which the producer and the spectator change and exchange their identities
Sustainable Development in East Asia Countries 2017-05-01

The Chinese Mosaic 2019

Aestheticizing Public Space 2015
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